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The announcement of the new step towards closer union between
the three original states members of the Little Entente was, in fact,
as ill received in Italy as in Hungary, though this for a different
reason. In Hungary, the Little-Entente Pact of the 16th February,
1933, was resented as a fresh obstacle deliberately placed in the path
of Hungarian irredentism; in Italy, it was resented as an offensively
ingenious attempt, on the part of three small countries, to present
a united front to the World for the purpose of claiming, conjointly,
the rank of a Great Power. While Hungarian statesmanship was
thinking principally in terms of territory, Signor Mussolini was
thinking principally in terms of status. In international affairs,
however, amour propre is notoriously as potent a motive in deter-
mining policy as material interest; and, on the question of her inter-
national status, Italy was as sensitive as Poland.
In another part of this volume,1 we have had occasion to notice
that the foreign policy of Poland was partly governed by her anxiety
to retain the brevet rank of Great Power which had been conferred
upon her, after her political resurrection in the Peace Settlement, by
a fortunate combination of passing circumstances; and in this con-
nexion we have observed how Poland measured her own status by
that of Germany and Russia, and how she postured and manoeuvred
on the international stage with a view to keeping out of any tableau
in which she would appear in a position of manifest inferiority to
either of her traditionally and essentially grander, but temporarily
and accidentally humbler, neighbours. A similar sensitiveness was
one of the governing factors in the foreign policy of Italy, who like-
wise found herself uncomfortably near to the shadowy and shifting
line which divided the Great Powers from the small fry in the inter-
national society of the day. If Poland was still just on the wrong
side of this distressing mark, Italy was still only just on the right
side of it; and the exertions of the 'near great' Power to struggle
across the dividing line were matched by those of the 'just great*
Power to save herself from slipping back again over it.
Since an early stage of the nineteenth-century Italian Risorgimento,
one of the ulterior objects of the makers of a United Italy had been
anticipating the account of these negotiations which will be given in a later
volume, it may be observed, at this point, that this Italo-Austro-Hungarian
rapprochement, folloAving upon the consolidation of the Little Entente, divided
the Danubian countries into two sharply defined groups which were at cross -
purposes on the issue of the territorial revision of the Peace Treaties, but were
at the same time pursuing, separately, the identical aim of erecting a barrier
against a south-eastward expansion of 'the Third Keich'.
1 See pp. 184-6 above.

